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The POD has been a part of many
studios for over a decade. Since its
first model, Line 6’s all-in-one effects
processor has taken on many forms
and offered many different features.
The POD X3 Live offers the power of
the third generation of PODs in a
floor-pedal format, with a number of
handy extra features that make it
equally suited to the studio and
stage.

Mike’s spec check and initial tests
The POD X3 Live is a floor unit

with solid metal construction, mea-
suring 21.5" x 10" x 4.75" and weigh-
ing 8.4 lbs. It features a set of 12
footswitches in two ranks of 6, sepa-
rated from a large LCD screen and a
set of “amp control” knobs by a pair
of metal kick-rails. A single expres-
sion pedal is included at the far right;
it can act as a volume, wah, or
“tweak” for an effects parameter of
your choice, alone or in combination
with an optional second pedal.
Rear panel connections include:

Guitar In, Live Out L/R, Pedal 2 In,
Aux Input, FX Send, FX Return L/R
(all 1/4"); CD/MP3 In (1/8"TRS); Phones
Out (1/4" TRS); Direct Out L/R (XLR);
Mic Input (XLR) with trim knob;
Variax (Line 6 modeling guitar) input;
MIDI IN and OUT; S/PDIF out (RCA);

USB 2.0 out; and a connection for the
line-lump power supply.
The POD X3 Live is designed to

connect to an amp as an effects
processor, run straight to a PA for a
solo guitar act, or to interface with a
computer as a complete guitar and
vocal recording system. The USB 2.0
interface actually provides up to
eight channels of input to your com-
puter—separate and blended effect-
ed outputs, plus the dry signals of
your two input instruments.
The basic signal flow is as follows:

Gate > Wah > Stomp > Amp+Cab >
Comp > EQ > Vol > External FX Loop
> Mod > Delay > Reverb. Any or all of
these modules can be switched in
and out of the signal path as desired,
a number of them can be moved
around to be before or after the
Amp+Cab, and several of them—
Stomp, Mod, Delay, and Comp—can
be individually switched on and off
with dedicated footswitches. There
are 32 Banks of User Presets,
stepped through with Up/Down
footswitches, and in each Bank there
are four Presets (A/B/C/D) that can
be selected with footswitches. If
you’re keeping count, that’s 10
footswitches so far. The last two are
Tap Tempo (held down for the Tuner
function) and Tone 2.

Tone 2 is important because every
Preset in the POD X3 Live can have
two completely separate sets of signal
path parameters that can be switched
back and forth easily or used at the
same time; in addition, Tone 2 can be
applied to the Aux Input or even the
Microphone, so two guitars (or a guitar
and vocal) can be set up at once and
processed with different tones without
any replugging of cables.Tones can run
in parallel on separate instruments, be
blended to apply to a single instru-
ment, or switched back and forth.
Programming uses the large LCD to

good advantage; expect to take a lot of
time to tweak each sound to your
tastes, and to just explore the possibil-
ities. The product information claims
that in addition to the 128 User
Presets, there are 250 more Presets
ready to go, and the effects possibili-
ties include over 70 amp and cabinet
models, nearly 100 effects boxes, near-
ly 30 bass amps, 6 mic preamps... and
every device has anywhere from three
to eight parameters to play with. You
won’t get bored very quickly!
I had a lot of fun with the POD X3

Live, using some really out-there
effects chains for a live planetarium
concert, relying on it as my sole
effects source at a music festival, and
living with it for a while as my main
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audio interface in my portable music
rig. An eight-channel audio interface
that lives on the floor wasn’t an easy
concept to deal with at first, but it
worked brilliantly with my audio soft-
ware and was very easy to configure
and tweak. Toward the end of my
review, my tests were overheard by a
fellow with an ear for interesting gui-
tar tones, and he spirited it away for
some trials of his own...

Fernando rocks out
I was able to use the POD X3 Live

connected directly to a PA, a DAW using
Pro Tools LE, and some different amps.
I also played a variety of guitars, like
PRS, Ibanez, Fender Strat and
Telecaster, and I was able to appreciate
the sonic similarities brought on by the
POD X3 Live.
Like all digital guitar amp simula-

tors, the Line 6 POD has its own char-
acter. I’ve been a POD user since their
version 2.0, and remember first having
sat down with the manual—which
included pictures of the amps it simu-
lated. I would close my eyes and imag-
ine I was playing through that particu-
lar amp. During these tests I was able to
appreciate the advances in Line 6’s
technology since it got started. Even
though the POD 2.0 still holds its own

and has some simulations that are still
useful, Line 6 has certainly added
amps, features and improved the prod-
uct in general.
Despite the fact that the POD X3

Live’s stompbox simulations are really
good, I often preferred to integrate my
analog pedals. Fortunately, if you have
an investment in relic or modded
stompboxes and don’t want to play
without them, you will appreciate the
FX Send / Return.Many users won’t use
it much since the POD X3 Live includes
98 pedals and studio effects, which I
found to be perfect for a live setting
(hence the word “Live” in the product
name), but in the studio I enjoyed being
able to easily use my analog gear as
well.
I really liked the sounds of the POD

X3 Live. When I tried it with different
guitars I noticed that it allows for every
particular instrument to show its true
sonic colors, and although the “digital”
sound is present to my ears, you can
appreciate the essence of your instru-
ment. It plays very well when combined
with my real guitar amps, giving the
best of both worlds.
The many built-in effects and presets

are great to quickly try different options

that would otherwise be very difficult.
For example, I am working on a retro-
’70s style classic rock song, and the
client asked me to include some sounds
that would be reminiscent of the era. As
I was scrolling through the presets of
the pedal board I started to play with a
reverse delay. This ‘psychedelic’ effect
was used by many like Hendrix and
added an interesting texture and
authenticity to the song that I other-
wise would not have been able to access.

Two thumbs up
The POD X3 Live is like a Swiss

Army knife for guitar players, a tool
where you find a bit of everything in
a compact product. The pedals are
solid, and its plastic and metal con-
struction inspires confidence that it
will last many gigs. In all of our tests,
whether live, in the studio, or hooked
up to computers, it performed like a
champ, with quality, versatility and
convenience. While we don’t see it
completely replacing analog stomp-
boxes and guitar amps, we think
that’s true of pretty much all the digi-
tal processors out there, and that
doesn’t stop it from being a great
adjunct to a guitar recording rig.

Price: $499 MAP • More from: Line 6, www.line6.com.
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